
Dear friends of the world trip by bike,

a hell of a lot has happened in the last four weeks. Probably the most exciting
thing is that we didn't fly to Sri Lanka after all. But to Uganda. Upsss! Not really
the originally planned direction, but at least the same final letter, haha. You
never know what's happening in this life!

1) Africaaaaaaa

Cycling around Africa is.... hmmm... let's say: "intense". In Oman we were
constantly given presents and invited for tea and coffee - we simply belonged to
the people somehow. Here in Uganda we first had to get used to being totally
screwed around while shopping and to being stared at at continuously as if we
were extraterrestrials. Yes, to be honest, we were really shocked at the
beginning. But we have to understand it somehow, too. Uganda is quite densely
populated, average age: 15 (!!). So there are a lot of young people and
especially children on the way. And off the main roads many kids have seen
just a few "Muzungus" (= white people) in their life. And the Muzungus they've
seen before would hardly be riding a bicycle. So the children jump up and down
enthusiastically as soon as they discover us, screech, wave and run behind us,
squeaking: "Muzunguuuuuuu! How are youuu?" and "Bye, bye, Muzunguuuu!".
That sounds totally funny at first, but after a few hours it's quite exhausting.

In addition, the rainy season has just started and it so far there was rain and
thunderstorm every single night. So we are always looking for camping places
with a rooftop, but still the African thunderstrikes let us get vertically out of our
sleeping bag at night and the nights are really not very relaxing...

But we don't just want to complain - we ate the most delicious fruits in Uganda,
saw beautiful landscapes and met incredibly nice and helpful people.
Furthermore, everyone speaks English, which is amazing! And this is for sure:
Uganda is by far the most special and exciting country we have ever cycled in!

2) Plan A(frica)

Our current idea is to cycle from Uganda to Namibia or
Angola, via Rwanda, Tanzania, Zambia and Botswana. If it
gets too tough, mentally, we might get on a bus. And on the
west coast we will try to find a sailboat to the north. Towards
the Canary Islands or Cape Verde Islands or Morocco. Let's
see how it all turns out! First of all it's only an idea, but so
you know at least roughly what we have in mind :).



3) What has happened?

Finally, finally, finally we had: family visit! Magda's
family came to visit us on Masirah Island and we had
7 really wonderful days together. Fishing, harpooning,
swimming in Wadi Bani Khalid and lots more. It was
an express insight into the Omani fishing life and above
all it was wonderful that we met again after such a long
time in such a crazy place. Simply great! So who else
wants to visit us? We are very happy about visitors! 

During the last days on the island we were at a totally
crazy camel race in Ras Hilf, which will be followed by
a clip on Patreon soon. Fun facts: there are no jockeys
on the camels, but remote controlled whips. And the
camel race course is not a circular track, but a long
straight, next to which the Omanis with their pick-ups

whizz along at the level of the racing camels. When in Oman, you have to see
this spectacle in any case!

Then we were wakeboarding. But no, not behind a
boat. But behind the jeep, "masirah-style", hahaha!
And because it looks especially funny in moving
pictures, we're going to upload a video on Patreon.

Before we left Masirah there was something very important to do: Thanks to
our patrons we distributed the first crayons from the school project to fishers'
kids. And we also brought some mandala books with us. The kids were really
happy! Oh and besides we left our guitar on Masirah too. With a girl who loves
it totally and always wanted to learn it :).

With an overnight bus we drove to Muscat and
stayed two days with two Norwegian kite students
we met on Masirah. Between jogging sessions,
swimming pool and birthday parties we organized
two bicycle boxes and packed a proud 85kg
luggage tetris-like (!) ready for departure.
Stressful, stressful! But the flight was totally calm

and relaxing - and we arrived in Africa the next day. 

At the airport in Entebbe, we had to reassemble our
bikes under many curious looks. From there we cycled to
a hostel where we could camp in the garden and recover
from the culture shock we received. After three days we
were ready - we cycled off!

https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders
https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders


Actually we only wanted to drop by at Martyr University in Nkozi to visit a
Ugandan university and chat with some students. But
then we met Cyrus and Chris on campus. And they
really became the heroes of Uganda for us! With his
incredible talent for persuasion Cyrus convinced
several secretaries (which at first were quite horrified
by his idea) to let us camp on the campus of the
strictly guarded university. You should have heard the
conversations: it was almost impossible not to laugh

out loud. But at some point Cyrus actually won the discussion, our tent received
a perfect place behind the dorm and we had a fun evening with two new
friends. That was amazing!

4) Press and television

We skyped with Verena from "Lokalzeit goes global" in Muscat shortly before
departure - and provided her with some clips. Her contribution about the last
months of our trip should soon be shown in the „Münsteraner Lokalzeit“ on
WDR TV. The exact time of the broadcast will always be decided spontaneously.
So keep your eyes open! 

And interestingly enough there was also a report about us in
the issue 04/19 of the German cult magazine "Ultimo". We

didn't know about it any more than
the Ultimo editorial staff seems to
know about picture rights: for their
article they simply stole photos from
our website. But it became very funny
anyways. You can read it here on our
website if you scroll down!

So, that's it again from us! We're really excited to tell you more next time. So:
stay tuned!

Magda and Manu

https://www.manuandmagda.com/press

